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Although the phrase Big Data Analytics is relatively new, the practice of leveraging large data sources is not. Outcomes researchers are familiar with secondary data analyses of diverse data sources that include administrative claims, electronic health records, and clinical registries. Among the most prominent examples is the National Inpatient Sample (NIS).

The NIS is constructed by sampling nationwide discharge records from acute care hospitals. It is part of the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project and is the largest publicly available all-payer inpatient healthcare database in the United States, including annual use and cost data on >7 million hospital stays (see https://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov/nisoverview.jsp). The NIS is available from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality at a minimal cost and supported with web-based tutorials, software, and user groups. Hundreds of articles using the NIS are published each year. I have used it in the past and suspect many of you have as well.

Yet the NIS, like most other secondary data sources, must be used with caution. In this issue, we are publishing an important Perspective focused on examples of potential misuse of the NIS. In this provocative piece, Khera and Krumholz2 highlight 4 types of errors in published NIS studies: (1) not accounting for its complex sampling methodology; (2) ignoring the fact that it is limited to hospitalization data only; (3) incorrectly applying statewide and provider-level inferences to its results; and (4) using its diagnosis and procedure codes without sufficient validation.

This article emphasizes the critical role of journals for assessing and publishing secondary data analyses in general. It is appropriate, therefore, that this month we are also publishing a notable example of robust work from the NIS. Zaiean et al3 used it to examine rates of acute heart failure publishing a notable example of robust work from the NIS.

The analyses by Zaiean et al3 were particularly nuanced and detailed. For example, they appropriately accounted for shifts in the sampling strategy of the NIS over time and used recommended imputation procedures for handling missing race/ethnicity data to obtain stable population estimates. And we were pleased to see that the study avoided each of the 4 errors raised in the Perspective.

Based on this process, we worked with Khera and Krumholz2 to create a simple checklist of good practices with the NIS. We applied it to the manuscript by Zaiean et al3, and we will implement it moving forward with any future studies submitted to Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and Outcomes that use that data source as part of our internal review. This is a starting point for us, and we hope other journals will consider doing the same. But what practical implications does this Perspective have beyond the NIS? In my mind: plenty.

In addition to their review of errors, Khera and Krumholz2 also report that the number of published studies using the NIS grew by >500% during the past decade and approached 600 in 2016. This is not surprising to many of us who have seen a surge in Big Data Analytics and secondary data analyses in recent years across many disciplines. This growth is being fueled by a greater availability of public and private data sources that are now being combined with increasingly powerful and accessible analytic resources.5 Anyone with a computer and a statistical program can now analyze data that may stimulate more science but also risks producing poor science. Many are already pushing back against Big Data Analytics and feel it is overhyped. Just this past month, The New Yorker published a must-read piece irreverently entitled, “How to Call B.S. on Big Data: A Practical Guide.”6

We certainly do not want to discourage use of the NIS, which has pioneered many important principles of open data sharing by creating this invaluable resource. Rather, the potential concerns raised by Khera and Krumholz2 are fundamentally broader. They are applicable to other data sources, both public (eg, Medicare and Medicaid data) and proprietary (eg, OptumInsight, Marketscan, electronic health record data). It is not always easy to understand where and when those data sources may fall short. The concerns also will be relevant for how we debate policies around open data sharing from clinical trials and registries.

One might argue that it is up to the reviewers and editors to catch errors. This view ignores the reality of how the peer review process works or the scarce resources most journals often have at their disposal. Ideally, investigators should consider the strengths and limitations of data sources before data...
analysis, not during the manuscript review phase. They are better informed than reviewers about the nuances of their data sources. Investigators could be asked for their code, but that is not always feasible, and it is impossible to expect journals or reviewers to rerun every analysis even when data sources are open.

In the case of databases that are not publicly available, the challenge of ensuring the veracity of findings becomes even more arduous, especially because analytic tools become more complex. Other checklists created for observational studies (e.g., Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology7 and secondary data analyses (eg, Reporting of Studies Conducted Using Observational Routinely-Collected Data)8 attempt to capture these concerns, but these have been variably applied. Currently, Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and Outcomes does not require those other checklists, but we are considering it. A checklist does not prevent all errors, but it could potentially help researchers avoid common mistakes. We welcome your input as we recognize the addition of more checklists may lead to barriers toward submission.

Finally, readers will recognize that although Khera and Krumholz2 review examples, no specific articles are cited. They shared a list of flawed studies with us, and we reviewed these but chose along with the authors not to call out individuals. This may strike some as unusual. However, we felt that the purpose of their Perspective was to encourage better research practices and not to arbitrarily impugn the reputations of a handful of researchers when many others might have made similar mistakes. (In full disclosure and with complete humility, the first thing I did when I read their piece was look for my name on the author lists of the studies. We are all vulnerable to these errors.)

The NIS has been a valuable resource for outcomes research. It is a particularly striking example of open data sharing—a necessary idea whose time has finally come. We need to make sure that the NIS and other widely available data sources are used in a way that does not compromise our faith in the results of the work. Moving forward, we need to think more about Better Data Analytics—not just big ones.
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